American Activist Instruction Sheet
Freedom: An ability to succeed or fail based on the natural results of our personal decisions on how we
spend our time and effort. Success and failure only have meaning as personal evaluations.
Personal Prosperity – A citizen evaluation of what comes to him or her for the personal time and effort
they decide to invest.
Opportunity is the result of having choices. Choices are sources of value; choice restrictions are costs.
Foundation: There is only one party in interest and it is us.
Citizens own this nation, are its only customers; and the ones who work within it.
Our nation operates to convert our time and effort into our personal prosperity.
Our way to manage this economy is through our government – it exists only to serve us.
Performance metrics measure value in and value out.
Value we receive: prosperity is whatever we value in goods and services.
Value we provide: The nation operates on the time and effort of its citizens.
The essential for prosperity - Freedom to succeed or fail by personal choices.
Basis for Citizen Action:
Who - Citizens are the only party in interest:
Purpose - Convert a minimum of our time and effort into maximum value for us to receive.
How - 20% is normal variation; 80% speak for the people with one voice, and act as one body.
This 80+% agreement among people can be determined by a relatively small sensing poll.
Attitude:
Election is a hiring action, not a mandate – Citizens are the continuing authority.
An activist must become The-People’s representative for a single issue.
Speak to a leader as The-People’s supervisor addressing a highly-valued employee.
Accept authority challenges fairly; encourage leaders to do timely validation if they challenge;
Respect the expertise of the leader; make the enlistment purpose obvious.
Accept leader challenges with calm assurance of authority; and promise a owner-based reaction.
Be open and honest; there are to be no hidden details, no hidden agenda, no hidden actions.
The People’s mandated changes will happen: promise either to help or to help someone else.
Positive direction of action:
Warning: competitive leadership is hazardous to your health – competition is a cost, not a benefit.
Enlisting the leader includes supporting that leader’s performance – there will be activist efforts.
1. Find a potential pareto mandate; document an action that has pareto support.
2. Perform a sensing pole to document 80+% mandate potential.
3. Contact the appropriate leader – and enlist to lead the change.
4. Require a manageable plan, include what people must do & what the leader must do.
5. Assign the plan; accept mutual promises that set the action; perform the citizen actions.
6. Manage the action; do what is necessary to make it happen for the leader.
Negative direction of action: On failure to enlist a leader:
1. Perform a sensing poll based on refusal, with intent to declare the public office vacant.
2. Carry poll to the appropriate executive officer; attempt to enlist using example of action.
3. On any challenge: promise to add the executive officer to the petition; expand as needed.
4. Work for a manageable plan for removal; include what people must do & what leader does.
5. Assign the plan; accept mutual promises that set the action; and see to citizen actions.
6. Manage the action to completion; do what is necessary to make it happen.
Return to positive direction of action upon establishment of the replacement leader.

